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illustrate the qualities of Joule's genius. They show a
powerful intellectual appreciation of the needs of the
scientific experimental method, an ingenious choice, an
understanding of the needs of the industrial engineer, and
a magnificent freshness. But their most remarkable quality is
their poise. A meditation on its meaning in the Manchester
environment of industrial squalor, independent wealth and
absence of homogeneous learned society exposes his brilliance.
On February i6th, 1841, Joule gave the first of his rare
public lectures, at the Victoria Gallery in Manchester. He
gives his opinion of the future of electrical machinery in
the perspective of his researches and a theory of ferro-
magnetism based on his investigations of electro-magnets.
He ascribes to Jacobi the first explanation of the theoretical
limits to the efficiency of the electric motor, and then writes
that as Jacobi had not given "precise details concerning the
duty of his apparatus" he constructed an experimental
machine that could be made to provide precise details.
"With my apparatus every pound of zinc consumed in
a Grove's battery produced a mechanical force (friction
included) equal to raise a weight of 331,400 Ib. to the height
of one foot, when the revolving magnets were moving at
the velocity of eight feet per second.
Now the duty of the best Cornish steam-engine is about
1,500,000 Ib. raised to the height of one foot by the com-
bustion of a Ib. of coal, which is nearly five times the extreme
duty that I was able to obtain from my electro-magnetic
engine by the consumption of a Ib. of zinc. This com-
parison is so very unfavourable that I confess I almost
despair of the success of electro-magnetic attractions as an
economical source of power, for although my machine is
by no means perfect, I do not see how the arrangement of
its parts could be improved so far as to make the duty per
pound of zinc superior to the duty of the best steam-engines
per pound of coal. And even if this were attained, the
expense of the zinc and the exciting fluids is so great, when
compared with the price of coal, as to prevent the ordinary
electro-magnetic engine from being useful for any but very
peculiar purposes." In this passage Joule concludes his

